Commercial Series 3/6 panel Stacker Door
Horizontal Cross Section, illustrating hardwood reveals
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Commercial Series 3/6 panel Stacker Door
Vertical Cross Section, illustrating no reveals
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Commercial Series 4/8 panel Stacker Door
Horizontal Cross Section, illustrating hardwood reveals
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Commercial Series 4/8 panel Stacker Door

Vertical Cross Section, illustrating no reveals

A509 DOUBLE GLAZING BEAD
A536 INFILL
A537 INFILL
A545 HEAD & JAMB
A517 FRAME EQUALISER
A531 RAIL
C531 PANEL STABILISER ROLLER
C527 HD TRIM CAP
CHEVRON ROLLER CARRIAGE (100kg RATED)
C527 HD TRIM CAP
A535 SILL TRACK
A544 STACKER SILL
R600 SILL FLAP
DRAIN SLOT COVER
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Commercial Series 4/8 panel Stacker Door
Horizontal Cross Section, illustrating no reveals
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